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1. PARTICIPATING CARRIES: The Kansas City Southern Railway Company  
   427th West 12th Street  
   Kansas City, MO 64105

2. COMMODITY(S): 1132 CORN EXC. POPCORN SEE 01152

3. SHIPPER: Bartlett & Co

4. ORIGIN/DESTINATION(S): Tariff KCS 4032

5. DURATION OF CONTRACT: commencement date of: October 01, 2017 through December 31, 2017  
   Automatic provision: not applicable

6. RAIL CAR DATA: Does not entail rail car data

7. BASE RATE: KCS 4032 Series  
   Escalation not applicable

8. VOLUME: Not applicable

9. SPECIAL FEATURES: Not applicable
1. **PARTICIPATING CARRIES:** The Kansas City Southern Railway Company  
   427th West 12th Street  
   Kansas City, MO 64105

2. **COMMODITY(S):**  
   1131 BARLEY  
   1132 CORN EXC. POPCORN SEE 01152  
   1133 OATS  
   1135 RYE  
   1136 SORGHUM GRAINS  
   1137 WHEAT EXC. BUCHWHEAT SEE 00139  
   1144 SOYBEANS (SOYA BEANS)  
   1149 OIL KERNELS, NUTS OR SEEDS, NEC EXC. EDIBLE TREE NUTS SEE 1159 FIELD SEEDS, NEC EXC. OILSSEEDS SEE 01141-01149  
   20418 GRAIN MILL BY-PRODUCTS EXC. WHEAT BRAN, MIDDlings, RED DOG

3. **SHIPPER:** Bartlett & Co

4. **ORIGIN/DESTINATION(S):** Tariff KCS 4032

5. **DURATION OF CONTRACT:** commencement date of: October 01, 2017 through December 31, 9999  
   Automatic provision: not applicable

6. **RAIL CAR DATA:** Does not entail rail car data

7. **BASE RATE:** KCS 4032 Series  
   Escalation not applicable

8. **VOLUME:** Not applicable

9. **SPECIAL FEATURES:** Not applicable